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THE WORLD’S STRONGEST COFFEE, BRINGS YOU BLACK HYDRO

Black Hydro Mineral Water 
16.9 fl oz (500ml) will cost you $2.99 per bottle 

Black Hydro Mineral Water
12 Pack will cost you $26.99 per pack

 

What happens when you combine the essential hydrating power of pure-as-snow mineral water 
with the mind-blowing energy of The World’s Strongest Coffee?
 
Black Hydro happens: the first caffeinated mineral water worthy of being consumed by people 
who simply do not have time to mess around.
 
The most refreshing caffeinated kick in the face you’ll ever experience.

Each badass bottle of Black Hydro contains beautifully balanced ph7.5, electrolyte-infused mineral 
water, paired with 100 mg of unadulterated caffeine. The result is a hydrating drink that looks as 
innocent as water but that fuels you in the way that only Black Insomnia Coffee can. 

Water, powered by The World’s Strongest Coffee, Black Insomnia.

Black Insomnia Coffee was born out of an obsession to create coffee that goes beyond all reason-
able expectations; a coffee that is somehow both potently strong and blissfully smooth. Black 
Insomnia has recently come to earn the title of ‘the World’s Strongest Coffee’.
 
This isn’t just wishful thinking: our coffee has been tested independently by ‘Globally Renowned’ 
SGS laboratories, and the certified results prove that Black Insomnia is naturally higher in caffeine 
than other brands. With 702 mg per 12 fl. oz cup, Black Insomnia is 27% stronger than runner-up 
Wodfee and an impressive 33% stronger than DeathWish. Naturally, Black Hydro has been created 
with the same approach. 

Black Hydro goes beyond your average caffeinated energy drink.
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Brand

Created for the caffeine-addict on the move.

Whether you love coffee, and need some variety, or whether you’re 
an energy junkie looking for an alternative to sugary sports drinks, 
Black Hydro is the perfect solution (yes, literally and figuratively).

Black Hydro will energize you without compromising on 
hydration (because let’s be real – we all tend to neglect our 
H2O intake when things get wild).
 
It’s perfect for a quick energy boost before or during a workout;
a little extra juice for your brain before that big presentation, 
and it’s the best possible way to avoid sleep by injecting 
adrenaline directly into your eyeballs.
 
No sugar. No calories. No chemicals.

It isn’t just about caffeine – Black Hydro is free from 
chemicals and other nasty stuff that tends to lurk unseen in 
mineral water. It also contains NO sugar and NO calories, 
making it ideal for those of you trying to live clean, lose 
weight, or keep fit. 

Whether you’re simply trying to survive, or whether you’re a 
hardcore gym-fanatic getting pumped for your next workout, 
Black Hydro is that thing that’s been missing in your life. 

BONUS: IT’S LEGAL.

WARNING: Although perfectly safe to drink, we’d like to mention 
that this is not a drink for the faint hearted. It’s a drink that has 
real consequences (for example, being a better version of 
yourself) So consume wisely and don’t say we didn’t warn you.
 

H2O + CAFFEINE = BLACK HYDRO
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For more information contact us at info@blackinsomnia.coffee.

Check out our Social Media channels:
     facebook.com/blackinsomniacoffee
     twitter.com/blackinsomniasa
     instagram.com/blackinsomniasa

Black Hydro is available on blackinsomnia.coffee and on Amazon.


